
Your Daily Church Epistle 

Monday, 22 June 2020 

Hello Church!  

 I hope you have had time to read or hear yesterday’s sermon. Its theme, “Hear All the 

People,” is really challenging. It is also a challenge that is easy to let drift off  like a helium filled 

balloon at a 4th of  July picnic. So pretty. So out of reach. That is why for the sermon closer I 

chose to give you homework that will link to next week’s sermon.  

 Before we had the podcast worship service, closing a sermon with homework was a 

preaching technique I was unwilling to use. Nothing says you are not included like hearing the 

pastor say, “You weren’t here for worship last week, so you didn’t get the homework, and now 

you are an outsider.” Of course, I would say it in prettier words than that, but as a listener I 

know that no matter how a preacher said it, I am wired so I would hear it as an admonition 

and felt chastised.  

 But now we have both print sermons and podcast worship services in addition to two 

weekly sanctuary services. In “Hear All the People,” we also had a theme that needed a simple 

idea to try if  one wanted to put it the idea of  hearing into spiritual practice. And the simple 

practice can be the beginning of  next week’s sermon. Fortunately for me, enough of  you 

either send me reply comments to the daily epistle or attend a Zoom meeting that I know I am 

not doing this exercise alone. That means as I write the sermon opener for “Love All the 

People,” I can begin the first paragraph with “Some of us tried a spiritual discipline of  hearing 

last week . . .” And I can end the same paragraph with “Now if  trying this listening exercise 

interests you, last week’s sermon can be found in print and podcast on our church website.”  

 So, this is my first pass at homework as a sermon closer/opener ever. I hope that you 

all, the readers of  this Daily Church Epistle will join me in doing the assignment. Here it is in 

outline form.  

1. For just this week, as you go through your day, listen to hear what people say about 

God and what people say about you.  

2. Either before you go to bed or early the next morning, jot down 1 to 3 things that you 

heard about God and 1 to 3 things you heard about yourself. It is okay if  the one thing 

is “silence” because you heard nothing. But it can hurt your heart/soul if  you do more 

than three. Since studying the life of  John Wesley and learning he once did an exercise 

like this once every fifteen minutes and found it to be both depressing and unhelpful, I 

decided to follow the wisdom that enough is sufficient.   



3. Writing these notes down is the first act of  reflection. As you write them down, pay 

attention to the feelings that surface in you. If  they “spark joy” (Marie Kondo), note 

that. If  they spark something else note that as well.  

 

And that is the entire exercise, but “Hearing All the People is the step before “Love all 

the people.” 

As an example for those of  you who like examples, in my Sunday notes, under what I 

heard about God I wrote “silence” because honestly no one after the sermon mentioned 

God in my hearing all day. Under myself, Lisa told me “you are a good mom.” She hadn’t 

watched the podcast yet, didn’t know about the homework, and I can honestly say hearing 

her say that sparked joy for me.  

And now, I will stop there for today. Trust me, stopping is often a challenge for my 

writing.  

On Wednesday I will be back with my more common reflection form based on either 

Disciplines 2020 or this week’s Upper Room magazine. Tomorrow is Tuesday, the hardest 

day to get a Daily Church Epistle written and out, so Kathy will be sharing DS Barb’s 

epistle from last week. I know some of you are already following the cabinet daily, but her 

message goes so well with our learning to listen, it seems divinely inspired and worth re-

reading!  

 

Grace to you all,  

Rev. Dawn  

 


